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SOME TECHNOLOGICAL NOTES FROM THE POMEROON DISTRICT, 
BRITISH GUIANA. 

(PART II.) 

BY DR. WALTER E. ROTH. 

Local Correspondent of Royal Anthropological Inistitute. 

[WITH PLATES [-XIV.] 

IN the present paper I propose dealing with the manufacture of cotton and other 
fibre-twines, together with all account of certain articles (cords and hammocks) 
into the composition of which they chiefly enter. 

COTTON TWINE. 

After the cotton [.yaho-(t)udai-cta = cotton tree]' has been picked, it is put in 
the sun to dry, but for not more than a day or two. It can then be stored in 
a quake, or basket, where it may remain for any length Qf time, provided it is not 
allowed to get wet. When about to be put to use, the dJbr?is is carefully picked 
out, and the whole teased, bit by bit. This teasing process is important. A very 
small handful is pinched up, teased out with the fingers, "smacked," so to speak, 
betweeil the flats of the hands (Plate I, Fig. 1), and thus alternately teased and 
sharply squeezed into a very thin circular pat about 4 to 4- inches in circum- 
ference. During the smacking process there is a slight simultaneous rotation at 
the wrists. A large number of such pats are placed one on top of the other, 
forming a pile or, rather, cylinder about 6 or 7 inches high. This cylinder is then 
pressed laterally, folded in its length, and gradually stretched. It is again folded 
in its length and similarly stretched, so as to form a soft pad about 2 feet long. 
Such teased cotton is called yaho-abuni. The spindle, or Kiro-hodo6ri (Fig. 2), is 
made of a tapering shank (tt-dai-a) up to 18 inches in length passed through two 
circular discs of " calabash " (tuburado), which form a guard (Fig. 3). As often as 
not, the spindle will be seen to have wound on it some cotton thread already 
manufactured, which will now be attached and worked into one extremity of the 
pad. This bit of inanufactured thread, however, does not lead directly from the 
pad of raw material to the spindle, but indirectly, by means of an intervening 
loop, around the nick at the extremity of the shank. The purport of the loop 
will soon be recognised. On the other hand, if the spindle has no cotton already 
wound on it, the latter is replaced by any other conveniently sized twine similarly 
attached to its extremity by loop, and so on to the pad. At any rate, the long 

1 Unless otherwise stated, all native names in the text are Arawak. 
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pad of teased cottoil is twisted into a spiral, loosely at the distal extremity, but 
progressively tighter towards its proximal, which is again stretched previous to 
the whole beingr lightly wound around the forefinger and wrist (Fig. 4), its distal 
end hanging loosely from over the fore-arm. That portion of its proximal 
extremity between the two thumbs is now gradually and very carefully teased 
out and stretched, any untoward slipping being, prevented by resting the third 
finger of the right hand upon the bent fore-finger of the left, whiclh acts as a sort 
of fulcrum. On completion of the stretching, the amount and exact degree of 
which will depend upon the thickness of ultimate thread desired, the portion of 
cotton just stretched is rolled with the right hand, at the same tiine that the tip 
of the spindle is twirled ill a reverse direction with the left (Plate II, Fig. 1). 
Not only does the loop, already referred to, ensure this rotary motion being 
imparted to the thread, but it also prevents the thread itself becominlg shifted or 
untwisted from off the spindle, wheni the latter is now left to hang loosely up 
against the spinner's thigh. Some more of the pad is unwound from off the arm, 
its proxima.l end again carefully stretched, etc., the spiral condition of the whole 
being retained and aided in the act of re-winding it on to the wrist, and the 
spindle again twirled. The whole process, indeed, consists of these three factors 
successively repeated-the winding of the pad, the stretching of that portion of 
it between the thumbs, and the twirling of the spindle. The retention and 
tightening up of the twist in the portion of thread already manufactured is, of 
course, due to the rolling of the two thumbs, during the twirling of the spindle, 
being in opposite directions. When a convenient length of thread, say 18 inches 
or a couple of feet, has been manufactured, it is rolled taut on to the spindle 
(Fig. 2), the spiral ilnto which its constituent fibres have been twisted being in 
the direction opposite to that in which the completed thread is being rolled. 

It will be nloticed that, so far, the cotton yarn is a single ply. It has now 
to be completed into a double ply, the form in which it is put to use. This is 
effected in one or other of two ways: 

(a) After being remoived from the spindle, it is stretched and doubled taut 
on itself, with the help of an assistant, and while stretched, it is rolled from the 
looped end tightly around any little piece of wood, etc., into a ball. A length of 
about a couple of feet or so is now ulnwound from the ball, rolled on the right 
thigh downwards [i.e., a left to right spiral, regarding it with its axis vertical], 
the double thread so formed being then wound on to the spindle-shank, and 
attached by loop to the nick at its extremity. Another couple of feet is unwound 
from the ball, held in the left hand, and the spindle-shank itself rolled down- 
wards on the thigh, the loop beinlg finally unloosed from its tip so as to allow of 
the double twine, just manufactured, being wound onl to the shank. This process 
of winding is not quite so simiple as it might at first sight appear. Holding the 
shank vertical, it is effected by twirling the spindle-tip from within outwards, 
and keeping the thread taut. In other words, the finished cotton thread is wound 
in a spiral having a direction opposite to that in which its two constituent strands 
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have been rolled. Another couple of feet are unwound from the ball, and the 
same manipulation repeated, and so on, until the whole ball has been used up. 
From off the spindle shank, the completed thread is finally wound into anotlher 
ball, the formi in which it is kept for permanent use. When a piece of cotton 
thread is finally completed, the ends cannot, of course, be spliced or plaited into 
another thread, any continuity that may be desired having to be effected by knot. 

(b) The second method is carried out on similar lines, but with this difference, 
that two single threads on two different spindles are unwound and rolled direct on 
to a third and larger spindle. This method thus entails the possession of three 
spindles, but at the same time obviates the necessity of unwinding, doubling, 
stretching, etc., with the help of an assistant. It is advantageous in that longer 
lengths of cotton can be conveniently dealt with. 

The degree of coarseness or fineness with which the cotton muay be spun into 
twine will depend upon the use for which it is intended, the two extremes being 
met with in the rough string forming the basis of the cotton hammocks, and in 
the delicate twine ornamenting the butt-end of the Arawak arrow. 

COTTON CORDS, BANDS, ETC. 

Cotton is largely employed in the manufacture of bands or cords used accord- 
ing to their width and contour as waist-bands (for supporting the loin cloth, etc.), 
forehead-bands, anklets, armlets, body cords, as supporting strings for the satchel 
form of pegalls, and for other purposes. The procedures connected with the 
making of these different articles will be now described, according to the apparatus 
or methods employed:- 

(a) With a single fat needle.-This method is peculiar to the Carib portion of 
the community. Given a ball of cotton, one extremity from off it (a) is wound 
around all four fingers of the left hand three times, a fourth loop being passed 
between the iniddle and rinig fingers, the twine being otherwise kept in position 
by the thurmb (Plate III, Fig. 1). The needle, a flat tapering piece of wood about 
3 inches long, split at its wider end to form an "eye," is passed under the two 
outer loops and threaded by wedginog the cotton into the split (Fig. 2). In this, 
and in succeeding illustrations, the left hand is purposely not represented, in order 
to render the varying positions of the different parts of the thread more clear. 
The needle is next pushed onward, and with it its contained thread, which, in its 
passage through the two vertical loops, is clutched tighter in direct proportion as 
the loops are kept more taut by the thumb, etc. Once through, the needle is 
removed, and the size of the horizontal loop (h') diminished by carefully pulling 
on its ball end (b, Fig. 3) until it is just a trifle greater than the width between 
the two outer vertical loops. The needle is again inserted, but on this occasion 
under the two middle vertical loops, as well as under the two extremities of the 
horizontal one (Fig. 4); it is once more threaded (Fig. 5) and pushed through, so 
as to form a second horizontal loop (h", Fig. 6), which is then reduced to suitable 
size as before. The needle is now inserted under the two horizontal loops alone 
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(Fig. 7), the whole is tightened up, and the vertical loops removed from off the 
fing,ers to be firmly tied together with the free end (a) of the cotton (Fig. 8), the 
article in the course of its subsequent manufacture being now held as in Fig. 9. 
Thus, fixing the needle, and threading, a third horizontal loop is formed (h"', Fig. 10). 
This is similarly reduced, the threaded needle passed under the two last- 
manufactured loops (Fig. 11), and so a fourth horizontal loop produced (h"", Fig. 12). 
Indeed, putting it shortly, the whole process consists of but a repetition of passage 
of needle under the two immediately preceding loops, threading it, anid tightening 
up the newly formed loop ready for the needle again. The illustrationis, Figs. 8 
to 13, being diagrammniatic, purposely only indicate exactly one-half of the cord. 
Portion of the completed cord is shown, from the aspect in which its manufacture 
has been described, in Fig. 14, with all the horizontal loops squeezed, as it were, 
into a semi-diagonal position. On the opposite aspect, however, owing to the ball 
end of the cottoni necessarily interveniing between every successive horizontal loop, 
the appearance of the cord is somewhat asyrnmetrical (Fig. 15) a feature, which 
becomes still more marked in cross-section (Fig. 16). 

(b) With two flat needles.-Certain of the Caribs have developed the above 
procedutre by using two needles, so as to produce a comparatively wide band 
(Plate IV, Fig. 1), which is mailufactured on the following lines:-As soon as the 
two horizontal loops have been completed (Plate III, Fig. 7), the article is turned 
right round, a second needle is inserted under the four vertical loops in front of 
the original needle, in an opposite direction, of course, now (Plate IV, Fig. 2), and 
two horizontal loops worked on it, as already illustrated (Plate III, Figs. 2-6). 
Directly these latter have been made, the article is again reversed, and two 
horizontal loops worked on the first needle. The process is thus alternately 
repeated: two horizontal loops on one needle, a reversal, two horizontal loops on 
the other needle, aiid so on until the required length of band is reached. 

(c) By " Tatting."-Tatting (Plate IV, Fig. 3) is practised among the Warrau, 
the left thuilib (LT) and forefinger (LF) replacing the two "arms " of the flat lyre- 
shaped tatting-needle which used to form one of the necessary adjuncts of our 
grandmother's work-boxes. Operations are commenced by making a slip-knot (K) 
at the proximal extremity (a) of the striiig, which is held more or less taut by 
being wound over the little finger, the loop formed by the slip-knot being passed 
over the forefinger; the distal or ball end (b) of the string is looped over the 
thumb and then over the forefinger. The first loop on the forefinger is now passed 
over and in front of the seconid loop (Fig. 4), and tightened up (Fig. 5) by pulling 
on the proximal end of the string. The distal extremity is next looped on the 
thumb (Fig. 6), the previous loop there being passed over it in similar fashioin 
(Fig. 7), the whole being, next tightened up by pulling-firstly, on the upper half 
of the loop passing over the forefinger, secondly, on the upper half of the loop 
passing over the thumb, and thirdly, on the ball end of the string (Fig. 8). It 
must be borne in mind that the illustrations, to maintain their diagrammatic 
character, do not actually represent the complete tightening up described. The 
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distal end is next looped over the forefinger (Fig. 9), the loop, already behind it, 
passed in front (Fig. 10), and tightened up again by three successive pulls as 
before (Figs. 10, 11). The process is then repeated on the thumb, again on the 
forefinger, and so on alternately until the square-sectioned cord (Fig. 12) reaches 
the lenigth desired. In tightening up, the string must not be pulled on to too 
great an extent, a contingency which will prevent' the string slipping through 
where necessary; it is only the proximal extremity which has to be kept fairly 
taut by regularly unwinding from, and re-winding on, the little finaer. 

(d) Four-loop plaiting.-I have called this "plaiting" for want of a better 
name. Three of the loops are passed one in between the other, the fourth alone 
being directed over-and-under as in orthodox plaiting. The process is met with 
among the Warrau. A cotton string about 25 feet long is wound four times, in 
the form of a skein, from lef't palm to over big toe, and its extremities knotted 
there, with the result that we have four loops which are held tauti by means of 
the first and third fingers of each hand (Plate V, Fig. 1). As the palms are turned 
more or less up during the progress of manufacture, the four sets of loops, for 
descriptive purposes, may be spoken of as two outer (o on first fingers) and two 
inner (I on third fingers), these being, slipped from one digit to the othier in regular 
sequence. Thus, with the strings all taut, starting with the inner loops, these change 
fingers (Fig. 2) by passing one loop inside the other; the same is then done with 
the outer loops. This is followed by a change in place between the (operator's) 
right outer and left inner loop, which are not passed one through the other, but 
the former over the latter. The whole process is then repeated in the same 
order-inner loops, outer loops, right outer and left inner loop -until the suitable 
length required has been obtained. To tighten up the successive "plaits," the big 
toe of the free foot is squeezed in between the two inner loops after each 
substitution. When a longer cord is desired a longer twine will be used, and 
under such circumstances the four loops are hooked on to a projecting branch, 
forked stick, etc. (in place of the big toe), and the action of the free foot, after 
each substitution of two loops, replacedl by the hand or stick of an assistant. 
When a shorter cord is manufactured, the action of the free foot, etc., is replaced 
by pulling the two hands (with their contained loop) widely apart after each 
substitutioin. The completed cord is more or less flat (Fig. 3) on one surface, 
conlvex (Fig. 4) on the other, and in section (Fig. 5) a trefoil, with one of the foils 
larger than the other two. 

(e) Five-loop plaiting.-Also among the Warrau. Here the cotton string, 
some 6 feet or so, is wound five times round the toe so as to give five loops. 
Two of these (a, b) are held taut in the left hand (Plate VI, Fig. 1), and three 
(c d e) in the right. In the former case, a is fixed on the thumb, first and second 
fingers, and b on the third; in the latter, c d e is supported on the first, second 
and third fingers respectively. As the palms are here also turned up more or less 
in the process of manufacture, loop e is on a level lower than all the others. This 
is the first position. "Plaiting" is started by slipping e, the lowest of the three 
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off the right third finger through a on to the left forefinger, which is flexed well 
over it, at the same time slipping a off the left thumb and forefinger on to the left 
middle finger (Fig. 2); the plait is then tightened up, by the free foot, an assistant, 
etc.. in the manner already explained in the previous paragraph. The right thumb 
is next inserted into c, and the right third finger into d at the same time that the 
right middle finger is taken out of it and placed in c, the whole being tightened up 
again. This, the second position (Fig. 3), is practically the reverse of the first. 
Plaiting is again started by slipping b, the lowest of the three, off the left third 
finger through c on to the right forefinger, which is flexed well over it, at the same 
time slipping c on to the right middle finger and then tightening up as before; 
the left thumb is now inserted in e and the left third finger into a at the same time 
that the left middle finger is taken out of it arid placed in e, and tightening again. 
This, the third position, is identical with the first (Fig. 1), the succeeding plaits 
taking place just as before-alternately slipping off the lowest of the three loops 
from one hand into the upper of the two loops on the other. The cord so produced 
is flat (Fig. 4) on one side, convex (Fig. 5) on the other. 

(f) Crochet work.-Carib women make anklets by a sort of crochet work. 
This article' is usually put on the individual when a child and may be worked 
actually on the limb itself; otherwise, it is worked around a wooden cylinder of 
about the saine circumference as the alnkle which it will subsequently grace. The 
needle employed is a thin wooden pencil with a tapering point, tlhough all variations 
in material and shape approaching the orthodox European crochet-hook are availed 
of; on occasion I have observed a bent wire used. Startino with one end (s) of 
the string (Plate VI, Fig. 6) a chain is made of a number of loops (a a a) until 
a length equal to the circumference of the ankle is reached; a loop indepelndent of 
the previous one, i.e., a free one (f), is now made and tied to the proximal end of 
the string (s), though for clearness sake this actual tying together is not shown 
in the illustration. The second row of loops (b b b) is next made not only as 
before, dependent upon one another, but each is also dependent on every 
consecutive two in the first row (Fig. 7). The third and succeeding rows of 
loops (c d e) are made on a plan identical with the second, and thus row after row 
(Fig. 8) is added until the desired width is obtained. The completed article 
reminds one, in general appearance, of a knitted woollen serviette ring. 

(g) Weaving.-Weaving on a loom, though in a primitive fashion, is common 
among the Arawak and the Warrau. A loom or frame-work is made by driving 
two thiin sticks vertically into the ground, and tying cross-pieces on to them above 
and below (Plate VII, Fig. 1); it is called by the Arawak adda akkoda(hqt)- 
kwannahut, i.e., stick-to make a plaiting. A length of cotton is next tie(d over the 

I Such an anklet is worn by both men and women, and may be seen above the calf as well 
as around the ankle, and " in olden times " is said to have been worn on the arms also; it lasts 
on the body for years, never being taken off. Brett (The Indian Tribes of Guiana, p. 122) 
gives the name of the anklet as saptru, but I find that this, strictly speaking, is the? Carib 
name for cotton alone. 
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cross-pieces and knotted (k), the remainder being wound over and over again until 
it is finally fixed (1); as these lengths ultimately constitute the warp of the 
completed article, the number of loops into which the cotton is wound round 
will vary with the width of article required. The constituents of each loop, front 
and back, are next approximated anid linked by means of a separate thread (c) 
fixed after the manner of a chain-twist, the two ends of which are tied on one 
side (Fig. 2). The "needle" (Fig. 3) is now passed through from right to left 
under and over each alternate string, filrmly pressed and rammed down on its edge 
(n, Fig. 2) so as to render the chain-twist taut, even and straight. [This needle, 
about 8 or 9 inches long, is very like a miniiatuire paddle, and is actually so-called 
by the Arawak, viz., nahalehi toburilo-k'wanna, i.e., paddle-to knock, hit, etc.] It 
is next raised a little distance and turned on the flat so as to enlarge the 
front-to-back interspace between the warp constituents (Fig. 4), thus rendering 
the iinsertion of the first stretch of weft (w) from left to right a comparatively 
easy matter. The needle is now turned on its edge again, pressed and ramimed 
down on to the weft, and drawn aside, only to be reinserted into the warp in and 
out alternately among the strings, but with this difference, that those threads 
which were all in front of it before, are now behind. After pressure, etc., with its 
edge down, the needle is again raised and turned on the flat, so as to enable the 
second line of weft to be forined by inserting it in between from right to left, and 
then ramming down as before. The process is thus repeated againi and again by 
inserting the weft from alternate sides (Fig. 5) along the passage made for it by 
the needle between the constituents of the warp, until such time as the requisite 
length of band is obtained, when the weft is finally tied on to one edge of the 
warp. Removed from the cross-pieces, each of the loops at top and bottom (i.e., 
through which the cross-pieces passed) is rolled separately into a tassel (Fig. 6). 
A short length of band thus " finished off" nmay be used as an anklet, being secured 
to the limb by tying the two series of tassels together; it is worn by both men 
and women, the former, however, using narrower ones. The Arawak call these 
anklets totoro-(u)lcuru, i.e., ankle-band, and the Warrau akka-mara-bassa, i.e., 
ankle-belonging' to-fiat. Waist-bands are made on a similar plan, but of course 
with a much longer frame-work. The Arawak and Warrau names for such 
waist-bands are udJbohu-pdssohu and dkkabe-selcwivna respectively, in both cases 
the first half of the word indicating the waist, the second a belt or band. The 
Arawak term may be contracted into depo-sohu or defo-sohn. 

" I-TE " TWINE. 

The leaf of the i-te palm, the ohi-ju of the Warrau (Mauriartia ftexueosa), 
supplies a very important fibre. The young as yet unopened leaf, or ite (ti) shinr, 
the latter word signifying any unopened bud, leaf, etc., is cut away from the tree 
and the distal extremity of each segment treated as follows. While the segment 
is firmly secured in position with the left hand, its extreme tip is bent between 
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the right thumb and forefinger, the portion of blade immediately below being 
doubled upon itself and nipped betweeni the same thumb and iniddle finger 
(Plate VIII, Fig. 1). During the course of a comparatively slow movement which 
the right hand now makes towards the operator, it glides over the doubled portion 
of segment, but at the same time squeezes it so tightly as to produce a kink on 
both its surfaces. It is this kink which enables the cortex to be seized and 
stripped to its base, both front and back, and where it reinains until all the 
remaining, segments have been similarly treated. These cortical strips, now known 
as tibi shirn, are finally all removed and either soaked in water for a week or else 
boiled for half an hour or so and washed; they are next sun-dried for a week or 
ten days, those obtained from one leaf being usually tied up at one end together 
into a knot. The length of such a strip will be from about 26 to 30 inches. 
This stripping of the tibi shiri ancd its manufacture into twine is essentially 
woman's work. According to the size of thread required, each strip can be used 
split (with thumb-nail), and again split to make a very fine twine, or einployed 
whole. According to the method of manufacture the completed thread is known 
as sa-rwau (left-to-right spiral) or sensd-ro (right-to-left spiral). 

To manufacture the saram, two strips, held at the one extremity between the 
left forefinger and thumb (Fig. 2), rest upon the naked (right) thigh where, with 
the flat of the (right) palmi, they are rolled along the middle third of the thighb 
once upwards, i.e., towards the hip, at the same time that the left hand, pulling, 
outwards, keeps them on the stretch. During the course of this movement, 
wherein the pressure is exerted principally from the ball of the little finger and 
corresponding half of the palm, it must be remembered that though these may 
over-ride, each strip is rolled separately in a spiral or twist, the direction of which 
may be described (Fig. 3) as being from right to left (regarding it with its axis 
vertical). Without removing the right hand3 so as to prevent the strips untwisting, 
but only shifting the pressure towards the outer edge of the palm, both twisted 
strips are then rolled together along the outer third of the thigh, once downwards, 
i.e., towards the knee (Fig. 4). The result is that the portion intervening between 
the two hands, constituting the now manufactured twine, will, of "course, be found 
twisted from left to right, while the free ends hanging over the thigh beyond the 
right hand will be recognised as having twisted themselves together from right to 
left (Fig. 5), the separation and fixation of these two opposite spirals taking place 
at the "'lock " (1) where the main pressure of the palm-edge was exerted.' The 
right-to-left spiral formed by the free ends, due to the original and separate rolling 
of each component into that direction, is now opened by inserting the right fore- 
finger in the lock and pulling outwards (Fig. 6); the left-to-right spiral in the 
piece of completed twine retains its direction owing to that of its constituents 
bring both of them in the opposite one. The whole process of rolling up and down 

The reader is requested to note that, for the sake of cleariness, the original twist of each 
ply, indicated in Fig. 3, is not shown in Fig. 5; for the same reason, the original twist of each 
ply in Fig. 10 is not indicated in Fig. 11. 
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is again and again repeated until a distance of about 5 or 6 inches from their 
extremities is reached, when a new strip (Fig. 7, c) is rolled into and with the 
shorter (b) of the two original, this compouind one (Fig. 8, b c) and the single 
original (a) being together rolled, in the maniier above described, into another 
short length of twine (Fig. 9), until the ends of two strips only (that of the newly 
introduced and that of the original) again remain free; another strip is next rolled 
in with the now very much shorter single original one, and both compound ones 
twisted up again. It is a case of rolling only two at a time. A twine can thus be 
manufactured bit by bit into any length required; on the other hand, the Indian 
cannot splice it on to another twine like a sailor would do with a rope. The saran 
is used for making the " barred " variety of hammock and for the constituents of 
scale-lines. In the latter case, however, the fibre is rolled more coarsely and a 
three-ply instead of a double one finally formed; the actual thigh-rollino (down 
and once up) of such three strips is identical with what is to be observed in the 
manufacture of the huri-aring variety of kro-wa twine to be subsequently 
described. 

The sensoro is made on the exactly reverse plan as the ordinary two-ply 
sarau, each strip (Fig. 10) being rolled separately down on the middle third of the 
thigh, and then together up (Fig. 11), with the addition that, owing (it is stated) 
to the increased thickness of twine resulting from the two strips beinlg generally 
used unsplit, the rolling irn each direction is repeated two, three, or mnore times. 
To prevent the two strips becoming untwisted on completion of each successive 
roll in the same direction they are deftly picked up between the right thumb and 
forefinger before the pressure exerted by the palm on their distal ends is removed 
and so placed in suitable position ready for the nlext roll. The completed sensorc- 
thread can thus always be distinguished from the two-ply sarau by its twist being 
a right-to-left one. It is employed for making the " purse-net " hammock. 

It has been claimed' that because " not only are their thighs naked, but their 
skins are smooth and hairless," the making of string in this way is rendered easy 
to the Indians. At the same time it should be noted that the Australian 
aboriginal, with often a marked development of hair in these situations, makes 
his or her fibre-twine on identical lines. I have also seen this practice of rolling 
twine continued by manv Indian womeln who were so far civilised as to have worn 
dresses since childhood. 

KRo-wA TWINE. 

Kro-wa twine (from Bromelia, Anannasia) is obtained as follows (Plate IX, 
Fig. 1) :-A leaf (1) is fixed in a loop cord (c) attached to a strong cross-beam, the 
loop being at about the same distance from the ground as the operator's head. The- 
leaf itself is suspended, not at its middle, but with its thicker basal (proximal) elid 
the longer: its distal extremity is next attached under and over (Fig. 2) on to a stiff 

1 Im Thurn, Among the Indians of Gutiana, p. 285. 
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round stick (s) and gripped in position between the right fore and middle-fingers, 
and between both hands. A sharp pull downwards is made: this tears about 6 or 
7 inches of outer cortex from off the inner fibrous structures around which the 
torn shreds hang, and below which the proximal portion of the leaf remains free 
(Fig. 3). This latter extremity after beino pulled down a bit is next turned 
upwards so as to form a sort of sheath for the fibres already freed (Fig. 4) and is 
steadily but firmly pulled off and cast aside. This pulling off is a somewhat tricky 
business, the art being to close the upturned sheath above with the left thumb and 
fore-finger so as to prevent the fibrous core from slipping out (Fig. 5) and to clench 
it below between the corresponding digits of the right: the purpose of the remaining 
fingers is rather to guide and steady the sheath during the pull exerted by both 
hands. The exposed fibres remaining suspended are next picked and cleaned of any 
de'bris. The distal end of the leaf is again similarly fixed over the cross-stick and 
pulled, with the result that the whole proximal extremity of the leaf is dragged 
through the loop, whence it emerges entirely cleared-of its outer cortex. The leaf, 
such as is left of it, is again fixed on the loop, and its proximal fibres together wound 
over the cross-stick, in exactly similar fashion as the distal extremity originally was 
pulled sharply downwards, the cross-stick drags away in their entirety the fibres 
now cleared of all cortical substance. This forcible pulling out of the kro-wa fibre 
is miian's work, the strength required for cleaning 'the cortex from off the proximal 
extremity being too much for the women. In the absence of a son or other assistant, 
a wife may help by looping three or four leaves in a row already for her husband to 
pull, and may often complete his work by dragging off the distal portions which 
require far less vigour in their manipulation. Of course here and there are to be 
found some women who' are physically capable of carrying out the complete pulliug 
process by themselves, and always on the lines above described, i.e., commencing 
with the cleaning of the proximal extremity of the leaf.' Kro-wa fibre is used for 
hanmnmock-ropes and scale-lines, bow-strings, fishing-lines, etc., and in all cases is 
rolled into twine by the women. 

The manufacture of kro-wa fibre shreds into twine varies with the purposes 
for which it is ultimately intended. The woman has to be informed of the 
particular kind required, the different names of the comipleted article depending for 
the most part uponi the particular fish which, when used as a line, it will be 
employed in catching,. These are the hokoro, itiri, korasso, huri, etc., all of them fish 
which so far I have not had oppor-tunities of getting identified, the twine being 
indicated by this name and the suffix -aring. The variations in techniique are 
mainly due to the proximal ends of the fibre-shreds being so much greater, 
comparatively speaking, than the distal, and it is to obviate this inequality that the 
methods, about to be described, are employed. As a preliminary, it may be noted 

I can find no confirmation of the statement made by Im Thurn, op. cit., p. 284, that 
" the men peel the leaf from the bottom upward, the women from the extreme point downward 
to the base of the leaf." 
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that all these twines are formed by a down-and-up rolling on the thigh, which gives 
rise to a right-to-left spiral (similar to the sensoro of the ite fibre):- 

(a) The hokoro-aring (Plate X, Fig. 1) is the finest of all the kro-wa twines, 
being made up of a thickness of two fibre-shreds. These (a, b) are placed side by 
side but with their opposite ends together so as to ensture uniform tbickness 
throughouit. The rolling upon the thigh-once down and once up-is commenced 
at about the outer third of either extremity, and the shorter end completed into 
twine: the reason for not makiing a commencement with the rolling at the actual 
extremity is that the movements here with a thick and a thin fibre would not be 
reg,ular. The portion of completed twine next changes hands, and the rolling is 
started again from the point of commencement so as to complete the remainder; 
when the extremity is approached two new fibre-shreds (c, d) are successively rolled 
inlto it (as described in the case of the ite) but care has to be taken that as each is 
inserted, the distal and proximal ends of the two original fibre-shreds are connected 
with the new proximal and distal ones respectively. When completed, the line will 
-thus be just about double the lengath of a fibre-shred. The oradiro-aring is 
manufactured in identical manner, and only differs from it in that it is about 
three times as long. 

(b) The next thicker kro-wa twine is the imiri-aring (Plate X, Fig. 2). A 
loose strand is inade of two, three, or four fibre-shreds (a a a), similar ends together, 
and rolled as a whole a few times down and up, so as to give comparative cohesion. 
Another loose strand, of an identical number of shreds (b b b) is similarly manufac- 
tured, and laid upon the previous one, but with opposite ends together. Commencing 
with the centre of the two super-imposed strands, they are now rolled into twine, 
the usual once-down and once-up movement being continued until the extremity 
is reached; this done, the whole is turned round, rolling recommeiiced at the 
middle, and the other half made into twine. The comnpleted article (c) is thus 
limited to the length of one fibre-shred. 

(c) The korasso-a'ring (Plate X, Fig. 3), used for spring-hooks as well as for 
fishing, is made of four bundles (ax, bx, cx, cx) of fibre-shreds, each bundle with 
similar ends together. and each containing, as far as the operator can judge, an equal 
number of shreds, anywhere from about twelve to as many as twenty-four. The 
proximal end of one bundle (ax) is just sufficiently rolled into a corresponding 
length of the distal extremity of a second (bx) as to make one very loose strand, of 
them-the length of a -ibre shred. A similar procedure is carried out with the 
third and fourth (cx, dx) The two resildting strands are next placed side by side 
together, and the thigh-rolling commenced at their centre-once down and once up 

when the twine on one side is finished, the whole is turned round, rolling 
recommenced at the starting point, and the other half completed. The finished article 
(y) is thus the length of one fibre-shred. 

(d) Unlike all the preceding kro-wa twines the hktri-aring is formed by the 
rolling together of three bundles of fibres; it is made not only for catching that 
particular fish but certain others, its manufacture varying only in the length 

VOL. XL. D 
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employed. Thus, while the huri-aring measures at most two fathoms, the oradiro-, 
the warburi-, and the lukunanni-aring run up to something like lour, while the 
uwirokotori-aring will measure from twenty to twenty-four. So also hammock scale 
lines (ishiro-kodu), which are made in an identical manner, will reach this extreme 
length, and, if necessary, can eventually be made into a hammock rope. A bow- 
string (slzimcata-habo-itimi) is another article manufactured on identical tines as the 
huri-aring. The method by which iniereased length anid uniform thickness is 
obtained may be described diagrammatically as follows (Plate X, Fig. 4): 'Several 
bundles of kro-wa (ax, bx, ex, etc.), are arranged so as each will contain about an 
equal number, say a dozen, fibre shreds, all arranged of course with similar ends 
together. With three bundles (ax, bx, cx), which are placed one slightly in advance 
of the other, a start is made at about 6 inches or so from their thinner extremity, 
where all three are rolled into one, down and once up, and this shorter end of the 
twine completed first. Taken off and reversed on the thigh, the longer end is 
commenced to be rolled at the starting-point, anld when about half-way to com- 
pletion, the distal (thin) extremity of a fourth bundle (dx) is rolled into the hind- 
most one (cx) of the original three (cdx) which are then again all rolled together (A,B). 
After a while, the distal (thin) end of a fifth bundle (ex) is rolled into the second (bx) 
of the original three (bex), and all three again rolled together (C, D). Later on, the 
distal extremity of a sixth bundle is similarly joined into the third of the original 
three, the whole again rolled, and so, the process repeated by inserting the thin 
extremity of a new bundle successively into the thick extremity of the hindermost 
bundle exposed. Experience alone seems to teach the operator when the varying 
thickness of the resulting twine renders it opportune to insert a new bundle. 

(e) It was stated in the previous paragraph that kro-wa scale lines can 
eventually be made into a hammock rope (Plate X, Fig. 5). Three scale lines are 
required for the purpose; at one extremity they are each tied on to a wooden handle; 
at the other, after being, passed around a vertical post, they are tied together. The 
knobbed wooden handles, some 7 or 8 inches long, with their lines taut, are each 
rolled simultaneously by an operator in a right to left spiral (similar to the sensoro 
of the ite). Still keeping up the stretch, the three handles are transferred to the 
charge of one assistant, while a second helper pulls the tied ends beyond the post 
and twists them in an opposite direction (a left to rigrht spiral, like the saran); the 
purpose of this is to tighten up the three constituents of each scale-line. Starting 
from the tied extremity, and with the tension still maintained, the third operator 
(Fig. 6) then guides the three scale-lines (already tending to roll into one another in 
a left to right spiral owing to the torsion to which they have been severally and 
separately subjected) into their respective relatively proper courses to form the 
three-ply hammock rope. The extremity of such a rope (Fig. 7) is " finished off " by 
tying tight, and then loosening all the free ends of the strands (a) which are now 
bent backwards and tied lower down (b), to be subsequently turned up again, and 
finally tied a third time above (c). 
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HAMMOCKS. 

Hammocks are made either of ite or cotton, by women. In the former case, 
the construction varies according to the kind of fibre-twine used, whether sensoro 
or sara&. 

The body of the sensoro variety of ite hammock (" purse-net" hammock) is 
woven on the flat at such height from the ground as may be convenient to the 
operator. The frame or akkoda(hu)-kwannahu consists of two parallel sticks 
(Plate XI, Fig. 1 a, b) fixed either to uprights in the ground, or to the walls of the 
house, etc.-the distance which separates them varying of course with the length of 
article about to be manufactured: in place of sticks, I have sometimes seen taut 
cord used. The hammock itself, practically all warp, is composed of one continuous 
piece of sensoro twine which, after being rolled up into a tight ball, is unwound 
ilnto its own shuttle (ekobo) attached to what is in fact a "needle" formed of a 
thick piece of kro-wa or ite string (Fig. 2n). The shuttle is made of a series of 
clove-hitches, one above the other, which are respectively slipped off the top of 'the 
"needle s accordino as more and more twine is brought ilnto requisi'tion. A coini 
nmencement is made on the extreme right where the thread is tied on to the frame 
(Fig. 1, c). From here it passes over both sticks so as to form the first four w,arps 
(constitutinlg the hammock-edge), these being next fixed in position by winding 
them together spirally with a varying nlumber of turns until the left-hand stick is 
again reached, whence the string stretches back direct to the right-hand one. 
Passing now from right to left, the previous warp is locked into the loops of, the 
spiral enclosing the hammock edge, until the left stick is reached, whence it ruins 
again direct to the right one, leaving the latter, the thread on its return passage to 
the left locks the two previous warps. The whole process thus consists of arranging 
the warps so that those passing from left to right run direct from side to side 
of the frame, while those in the opposite direction lock the two warps immediately 
preceding. When the desired width of hammock has been reached, it is finished 
off by means of an " edge " made of four warps, wound around spirally in exactly 
the same manner as was adopted at the commencement, and finally tied (d). 

In removing the hammock from off the frame, care is taken that a scale-line 
is immediately inserted so as to prevent the mesh comingr undone. 

It may be noted here that the ite baby-sling or tl-ntehi (Fig. 3) in which the 
Arawak or Warrau mother carries her infant (Fig. 4) is inade on identical lines as 
the sensoro hammock. The body of the baby-sling is about 2 feet long, anid over a 
foot wide. The two parallel sticks, or usually in this case the two taut cords upon 
which it has been woven, are utilised again in situ upon which to weave the band 
joining its two extremities. Owing to the comparative narrowness of the band it 
follows that its junction with the body of the sling is necessarily thrown into 
numerous folds or pleats, which thus help to lend the necessary contour to the 
finished article. 

To nmake the saran variety of ite hammrock [" barred " hammock], a large frame 
D 2 
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of two cross-pieces attached to two uprights (a, b) is fixed firmly into the ground 
(Plate XII, Fig. 1). The warp is wound upon this from below up (c, d), while the 
veft is formed of separate cross-bars, the number of which will vary with the size 
,of hammock required. The weft is alone invariably made of cotton, and so far as 
can be judged by careful inquiry from 'amongst the oldest natives, this material 
has always been used for the purpose; indeed, the reason given for the employment 
of cotton is that, owinig to the increased friction, the weft cannot slip along the 
warp. Each cross-bar (f) consists of four (cotton) strings tied at their extremities 
in a' knot and worked into the warp from below up, a start being made on the 
extreme right. One pair of strings is passed in front, the other pair behind, the 
two lowest warps over which they change places (Fig. 2), the two strings which 
were in front now passing behinid and between the components of the other pair. 
The strings cross in similar fashion over the next two higher warps (Fig. 3), again 
over the following two warps (Fig. 4), and so on until the topmost warp is reached, 
when all four are knotted together. Of coturse, during all this process both warp 
and weft aro tightened up as much as possible, but the illustrations being dia- 
grammatic, do not show this. Starting again from below, the seconid cross-bar 
(weft) is manufactured in similar manner save that after the lowest two warps, the 
two pairs of cotton strings alternately cross one another over one warp instead of 
two. All the remaining wefts, except the last, are made like this second one; the 
last to be manufactured is on identical lines with the first. As a result, the 
first and last wefts are shorter than the intermediate ones, thus assisting in giving 
shape to the hammock when ultimiately stretched. The portions of warp (beyond 
and to the outside of the first and last cross-bar) which have been wound round the 
uprights of the frame constitute the loops throuigh which the scale-lines are finally 
passed. 

Cotton hammocks on the Pomeroon and Moruca are made on practically the 
same lines as the sarau just described, except that two warps are always taken up 
together throughout each and every cross-bar (weft). 

Certainly among the Caribs, Acawoi, Warrau and Arawak on these two 
rivers, the hammocks are not handed over to the men to "prepare and add the 
scale-lines "-this being done by the women; neither in these localities is regard 
paid to such a detail as making the scale-lines shorter in the centre. Many and 
many a time have I watched the womeni inserting the scale-line (sl) through a varying 
number of loops at a tiine (Fig. 5), fixing its extremities and overcasting it with 
a cord (oc), where ultimately it will be slung on the hammock rope. The slinging 
of -rope (r) to scale-line is done in a very simple manner (Fig. 6) by mleans of a 
slip-knot. 

The means of attachment of hammock-rope to beam, rafter (b), etc., is also 
simplicity itself (Figs. 7, 8, 9), so as to allow of a single pull to free it: while the 
proximal end (p) of the rope is dragged upon to tighten up, its distal extremity (d) 
is pulled on to unloosen. 
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ADDENDUM.1 

The Caribs manufacture a cotton cord not only for tying round the waist to 
support the " lap," but also for making a handle to the club whereby it is slung on 
the wrist, mnade as usual by women. 

Two lengths (Plate XIII, Fig. 1, ab) of the smooth " arrow-reed,"-the plant 
used for making arrows from-are loosely tied at one extrenmity (a), the other being 
held between the left thumb arid first joint of the fore-finger; in the diagram, these 
sticks are represented as mluch shortened. A piece of cotton from off a cotton-ball 
is next wound five times on the free extremities of the sticks, with the lowermnost 
coil between, and the remaining four around them, the free end of the cotton 
(throughout the process of manufacture) being held taut by the thumb, the other 
end of the cotton remaining attached to the ball; the ball-end of the cotton always 
remains on the maker's riolht-hand side. According to whether a thick or thin cord 
is required, a cotton thread of proportionate diameter is employed. Counting from 
above, down, the fourth coil is now pulled upon so as to form a loop-(and the 
smooth surface of the wood niinimises the friction consequent upon the first three 
coils being dragged upon)-tbis loop beiug thein passed over one (b) of the sticks, so as 
to hang to the right (Fig. 2). Both sticks are now turned over in the hand from 
right to left, so as to reverse their positions, and the loop made to hang on the left 
(Fig. 3), its lowest portion is then picked up and pulled out from under the lowest 
coil, anid the whole then passed over the right-hand stick (Fig. 4). The sticks are 
again reversed to their original position (Fig. 5), the loop made to hang on the left, 
and its lowest portion similarly picked up and pulled from under the lowest (half-) 
coil, to be passed over the right-hand stick (Figs. 6, 7), over which it falls; the former 
illustration represents the cotton purposely relaxed for the occasion to show the ins 
and outs of the procedure, while the latter indicates the process in situ. After 
reversal, etc. (Fig. 8), the lowest coil is pulled upon to form another loop, but, as this 
same coil is in direct continuity with the original loop, all it really does is to 
replace it by another and slightly larger one, which is similarly passed over the 
right-hand stick (Fig. 9). Again reversing, and with loop on left (Fig. 10), the 
lowest portion of the latter is picked up, pulled out, and passed over the right stick 
(Fig. I1). And so the process is repeated by successively reversing pulling on 
lowest portion of loop, and passing over the right-hand stick (Figs. 12, 13): aaain 
(Figs. 14, 15): again (Figs. 16, 17): again (Figs. 18, 19): again (Fig. 20), and so on, 
until the desired leng,th is obtained, wheni the cord is bodily slipped off the free 
ends of the sticks. On its removal, the cord will be observed to be more or less 
like a dumb-bell in section (Fig. 21), the flattened "handle'" having been produced 
by the horizontal portions of the cotton strand passed between the sticks. The 
whole is finally put upon the stretch, a position in which it will be found to remain 
(Fig. 22), the section of the cord becoming now a quatrefoil. The extremities have 
finally to be tied, the stitch not being a, " lock " one. 

The Warrau also employ a more complicated form of " tatting " with three cotton 
The following notes were received froim Dr. Roth too late to allow of insertion in their 

proper places under " Cotton Cords," in his MSS. previously forwarded.-ED. 
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strands, Plate XIV. All three strings, of the necessary length required (Fig. 1, a b c) 
are tied together at their extremity (k), and a loop made in two of them (a b) close 
to the knot. These loops are now passed respectivelv over the left thumb and 
forefinger (Fig. 2), tightened up, and the knotted end of the strings fixed in 
position between the little finger and palm, while the free ends are held more or 
less taut by ani assistant, such assistant being occasionally replaced by the miaker's 
own big toe. [In the accompanying diagrams it must be noted that, for clearness's 
sake only, the loops are represented as being loose.] The third strand (c), the one 
without a loop, is now passed over the top of the fore-finger in front of the loop (b) 
already there (Fig. 3), the latter being then passed over it and tightened up by 
dragging upon its free end (Fig. 4). The same striing that has just been pulld 
upon (b), is now passed over the tip of the tlhumb, in front of the loop (a) already 
there (Fig. 5), the latter beino then passed over it, and rendered taut (Fig. 6). The 
same string that has just been pulled upon (a) to effect this, is next passed over the 
tip of the fore-finger (Fig. 7' in front of the loop (e) already there, the latter passed 
over it, and tightened up. The process of manufacture is thus repeated between 
these two digits in the following sequence :-loop oni one digit, string in front of 
it, loop passed over string and tightened, its extremity now becoming the string 
in front of the loop on the other digit. The completed cord is shown in Fig. 8. 

There is an eight-strand cotton cord, met with amnongst the Warrau, whichi is 
made by passing over the big toe, etc., four skeins of cotton twine which are tied 
together above, but divided below, the eight strands so derived being then spread 
out more or less on the flat (Fig. 9) by holding them between the thumb and fore- 
finger of either hand. Starting with the highest on the left side, this is passed over 
the next three (Fig. 10) on to the right side, where it becomes the lowermost. The 
same thing is done with the right side, passing the highest strand over the next four 
(Fig. 11) to become the lowermost on the left side. The process is repeated on the 
left side, and then on the right-passing the highest strand over three and four 
successively-and so on alternately to whatever length of cord required (Fig. 12). 
The pattern of this cord is named after the qnohotta, a fish with an arrang,ement of 
scales which it is said to reseinble. 

When a cotton cord is intended to carry feathers it is manufactured on the 
following lines :-Around an assistant's finger or other suitable support, some three 
-to four skeins of strina according to the thickness of completed cord required- 
are wound: these are tied above by the end of cotton attached to the ball which now 
passes in and out between the two halves of the skeins so as to overcast them 
(Fig. 13). During the whole procedure, the skeins are not divided below, but held 
more or less taut by the assistant. Each overcast, as it is completed, is tightened up, 
not only by pulling on the cotton strand itself, but also by squeezino, it up with the 
left thumb-lnail: except that, at regular intervals, but on opposite sides alternately, 
an overcasting loop is left slack. It is into each of these slack ones that the 
feathered-quill (Fig. 14) is ultimately bent over and tied. Feathered cords, on this 
pattern, are wound around the distal extremity of the medicine-man's rattles. 
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